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MALTA : MOUSE MAKES MEAL OF MONEY

Post Office tackles replacement problem

A dead mouse, tidily packed in a tin Box, recently arrived from Yalta at

the General Post Office with this note: "Inside this animal are the remains

of a£l Bank of England note. Will you please send me another in its place".

Acting as the agent of the Bank of England the Post Office undertakes, preliminary

enquiries into cases of mutilated currency notes, and about £500,000 a year is

paid out by the Post Office in replacement of such notes.

Host of the cases are of mutilation by more ordinary means than digestion,
but a case is on record where a man sent along some small fragments with the

explanation that he had left the note on the table ready for the insurance man,

but his parrot got out of its cage and made a meal of most of the money.

Another man called and produced a piece of pulpy paper. It had been a

note, he said, which he Lad left in his flannel trousers. His wife had put

note and trousers into the electric washing machine. And could he be repaid

please?

Half a note came in the other day from a lady in north London, but she did

not get anything for it. Records shewed that someone had sent in the other half

in 1922 and the claim had been met at that tine - 20 years agoj

One of the favourite places for storing notes at home seems to be in tea

cups. Then cones a night raid, the: -inevita-ble pot of tea is made, and the

excitement tea and notes get mixed up and the Post Office is presented with yet

another pulpy mass to examine.

In a recent raid on an East Anglian town a woman had several hundreds of

£1 notes severely burnt. The chirred fragments were sent to the G, P. 0, and,

after. examination, submitted to the Bank of England which confirmed that they

represented the amount claimed. Replacement notes have now been issued and this

woman may count herself fortunate, for others who Lave disregarded the warning
ofthe Chancellor of the Exchequer about keeping large sums of money in the

house have had their savings reduced to ashes in enemy raids with little hope
of being able to establish ary claim.
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